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“Ventac will make your vehicle the quietest it can be because of our
unrivaled acoustic expertise and dedication to our customer’s needs.”

quietly engineered

Darren Fortune,
Managing Director, Ventac
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www.ventac.com

Dedicated to making
vehicles the quietest
they can be.
Acoustic Experts
Ventac has a dedicated in-house Acoustics Team
who work in partnership with our customers to
deliver innovative and high-performance products.
Our Acoustics Team works hard to gain a

Simplicity, speed, and expertise are some of

deep acoustic understanding of our client’s

the benefits of working with our Acoustics

vehicles and are committed to providing noise

Team and our collaborative approach ensure

reductions and sound quality improvements

you are receiving the most effective noise

on all customer applications.

control solution.
Our Acoustics Team are IOA accredited
members.

Ventac design and supply customised noise control solutions to
international vehicle manufactures.
From acoustic testing to the material identification and product
manufacturing, Ventac offers a complete service solution.
We guarantee the performance of our solutions. In 2017 and
2018 we delivered a noise reduction on 100% of our projects and
achieved a 99% on-time delivery record.

Commercial Vehicles

Agricultural Vehicles

Industrial Vehicles

Specialist Vehicles

Innovation & Acoustic
Laboratories
Ventac is home
to Ireland’s
largest and only
commercial
acoustic test
chambers.

At Ventac’s Innovation & Acoustic Laboratories, we research,
test and develop acoustic and thermal solutions for new and
future vehicle designs, including eMobility and electric vehicle
applications. New materials, concepts, and designs are verified
within our Acoustic Laboratories to guarantee the performance of
our solution to our customers.
Ventac’s laboratories are located along-side our manufacturing
facilities, allowing for the quick development and manufacture of
new products and solutions straight to the market.
Acoustic performance measurements are carried out in

Our Process
Vehicle Acoustic Test
Program

Acoustic
Technologies

Ventac’s products are custom designed to target

Ventac’s acoustic technologies allow for the

and treat the exact noise sources within our

fast identification and visualization of sound.

client’s vehicles. Before designing solutions for our

Our acoustic cameras detect and analyze

customers, we conduct an acoustic assessment of

noise to support in the reduction of noise and

their vehicle.

sound levels.

accordance with the relevant IS EN, ISO, BS, ASTM and other
industry standards including TFL and PIEK.

Acoustic Assessment

Solution Design

Product Prototype

Manufacture

Materials &
Manufacturing Expertise

Ventac are committed to
providing complete
noise control solutions.

Customer
Dedication
Our core business focus lies in our
ability to deliver a dedicated customer
experience. Our unrivaled customer
experience and after-sales support
is committed to responsiveness,
simplicity, and excellence and this
is reflected through our preferred
supplier statuses and our customer
retention periods of over 10 years.

Our knowledge of materials combined

practicality of our solutions and their

with our manufacturing expertise allows

operating environments and design

Ventac to supply the most effective noise

them as acoustic kits that can be easily

control solutions on the market.

integrated into clients assembly lines,

Innovation &
Technical Expertise

causing minimum disruption to our

Our team of acoustic experts

customers.

is dedicated to delivering high-

We understand how individual
components contribute to the overall
noise levels of the vehicle and fine-tune

Ventac was the first company in the UK

our composite materials to target the

and Ireland to supply ECE Regulation 118

specific noise sources.

parts to Bus & coach OEMs and are ISO

The benefits of using Ventac’s custom

9001:2015 certified.

performance solutions in partnership
with our clients. Ventac provides
the hands-on technical experience
and innovative capabilities that are
demanded by our customers.

designed material solutions include
a reduction in the overall amount of
materials needed. We also consider the

Quality & Delivery
Assurance
From initial design through to
manufacture and delivery, we
guarantee the quality, performance,
and effectiveness of our solutions. Our
responsive production line is ready
to adapt to our customers’ demands,
while always ensuring our commitment
to excellence. Ventac boast a quality
performance record of 99.6%.
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